Introduction
With the rapid development of our digital universe, the evergrowing amount of data poses a great challenge to statistical machine learning models: time-changing probability distributions in high-speed data streams, which is also called concept drift. In conventional models, the probability distribution of a target variable is assumed to be stationary. Under this condition, the statistical theory can minimums the discrepancy between predictions and actual values, namely the error rate. However, as pointed out by Zliobaite et al. [2014] , learning models based on such assumptions are becoming old-fashioned, whereas concept drift applications draw increased attention [Shao, et al., 2014] . Typical concept drift applications include 1) weather prediction models that change from season to season, 2) customer preference recommender systems that vary with time, 3) suspicious stock exchange transaction detection and 4) the web, social media topic drifting [Li, et al., 2016] . The terminology in other research fields may differ, such as covariate shift in machine learning [Sugiyama and Kawanabe, 2012] , dataset shift in pattern recognition, and non-stationary learning in signal processing [Zliobaite, et al., 2014] .
The awareness of concept drift in machine learning has resulted in a series of in-depth studies of self-adaptive models [Gama, et al., 2014] . Of these studies, concept drift detection is a fundamental technique, that is, the decisive factor in the performance of machine learning under a dynamic environment. The effectiveness of drift detection directly contributes to the performance of online adaptive learning.
At present, most concept drift detection and handling methods are focusing on time-related drift, namely when a concept drift occurs. They consider that a drift could occur suddenly at a time point, incremantaly, or gradualy in a time period [Harel, et al., 2014] . As a result, their solutions are searching the best time to split the old and new concepts. The data received before the drift time point is considered as old concept, while the data received after is considered as new concept. Accordingly, the old concept data is discarded, while new concept data is used for updating or training new learners, which can be seen as a time-oriented "one-cut" process. However, in real-world scenarios, this assumption is not always true. A concept drift could only occur within some specific regions. Such a "one-cut" process does not consider the non-drifted regions in the old concept. Algouth some algorithms have introduced a buffer system to keep tracking drifting concepts and can find the best drift time point to identify concepts, they are not able to retrieve the location informtion related to the drifted regions [Liu, et al., 2017] .
To better address concept drift problems, we consider both time-related and spatial-related drfit informtion. In this paper, we propose a regional density inequality metric, called local drift degree (LDD), to measure the likelihood of regional drift in every suspicious region. By analyzing the density increasing or decreasing in a local region, learning systems are able to highlight dangerous regions and take relevant actions. driven by hidden variables or features that cannot be measured directly. In regard to online classification problems, concept drift is defined as follows: in a data stream, denoting data within a time period (from 0 to ) as 0 = { 0 , ⋯ , }, and each data instance d is a ( , ) pair, where is the feature vector, ∈ is the classification label, we say a concept drift occurrs at time if the distribution of 0 is statistically different from the distribution of +1 , or simply denoted as ( 0 ) ≠ ( +1 ). Concept drift is critical to online classification problems, because such inequality may lead to a inconsistency in decision boundaries, thereby increasing the error rate. In this paper, the term 'concept' refers to data distribution.
Changes in data distribution over time may manifest in different forms. Given 1 and 2 have different probability density functions, the transformation from 1 to 2 can be categorized into three types [Lu, et al., 2016] : 1) a sudden/abrupt drift switching from 1 to 2 straightaway; 2) gradual drifts and 3) incremental drifts that consist of several intermediate concepts in the transformation process. The major difference between 2) gradual drifts and 3) incremental drifts is whether the intermediate concepts belong to any of the two distributions. For incremental drifts, the distribution of intermediate concepts are affected by both 1 and 2 and belongs to neither. By contrast, in gradual drift cases, the intermediate concepts can only be the repetitions of previous concepts or new concepts [Gama, et al., 2014] .
In real-world scenarios, one drift could be a mixture of all three types of drifts [Sarnelle, et al., 2015] . How to handle the intermediate concepts in a drift is a challenging problem. So far, most the state-of-the-art drift detection algorithms only detect when the intermediate conepts drift. Very little research has discussed the intermediate concepts from a spatial perspective, such as research on where the drifted regions are. Considering both when and where a drift occurs is beneficial to reduce the risk of overestimating the drift regions, as shown in Figure 1 .
To the best of our knowledge, very little research has been conducted to explicitly address concept drift by detecting and adapting to regional drifts. In one related publication, [Gama and Castillo, 2006] , the authors applied a decision tree model to detect changes in the online error-rate in each internal tree node, thereby identifying drifted nodes and updating them, respectively. The experimental results showed a good performance in detecting drift and in adapting the decision model to the new concept. Similar algorithms are in [Ikonomovska and Gama, 2008 , Ikonomovska, et al., 2011 , Ikonomovska, et al., 2009 . However, these algorithms mainly focus on addressing concept drift on regression problems and they all are based on decision tree models, which have limited application areas.
A detailed reviewe of other drift detection algorithms can be found in [Lu, et al., 2016] . The authors suggested to divid drift detection algorithms into three categories: 1) a statistical test monitoring raw data distribution [Lu, et al., 2016 ; 2) the outputs (error rates) of learners [FriasBlanco, et al., 2015] , and 3) the changes of learner parameters [Su, et al., 2008] . Generally, category 1) algorithms provide a statistical significance level to ensure that detected drifts are not caused by sampling errors, but they cannot easily explain the detected drift regions. Category 2) algorithms have much less computational complexity but are not sensitive to gradual and incremental drifts. To the best of our knowledge, only one attempt at category 3) has been proposed by [Su, et al., 2008] . Their framework for modeling concept drift is creative and can be applied to many learning models. However, it is not suitable for knowledge-based learners and cannot interpret detected drifts well.
Local Drift Degree
In this section, we formally present the proposed test statistics, Local Drift Degree (LDD). The purpose of LDD is to quantify regional density discrepancies between two different sample sets, thereby, identifying density increased, decreased and stable regions.
The intuitive idea underlying LDD is that, given twodimensions populations and , if two sample sets, from and from , are independent and identically distributed, their local density discrepancies follow a certain normal distribtuion. Denote the feature space as , for any subspace ⊆ , it has an equality that | |⁄ = | |⁄ in an ideal situation where | |,| | represents the number of data instances in that belong to , , and , represents the total number of instances in and separately. Definition 1. The local drift degree of a subspace is defined as: , discarding the entire historical data and retraining the learner may result in a overestimation of the drift regions, such as the red shaded regions in (d), and thereby impairing the overall performance. By contrast, regional drift detection and adaptation only address targeted regions, and will not over estimate the drifts.
Proof. Define as Equation (2), and define , and in the same way.
Assuming ̅ contains almost all { = 1} in ̅̅̅̅ , ̅ will be very closed to ̅̅̅̅ . Therefore, ≈ ̅ ̅̅̅̅ ⁄ − 1 . In the Appendix, we have ( ̅ ) = ̅̅̅̅ , and the expectation of can be acquired by Equation (4) ( ) = 
Drifted Instance Selection
The LDD-based drifted instance selection algorithm (LDD-DIS) is shown in Algorithm 1. The core idea of LDD-DIS is to use LDD to identify density decreased ( ), increased ( ), and stable ( ) instances within two batches of data. The inputs are the target data batches, 1 2 , the neighbourhood ratio , and the drift significant level .
The neighborhood ratio controls the size of the neighbourhood. Instead of confining the neighbourhood within a certain range, selecting the k-nearest neighbours (KNN) with a certain proportion of a data set as the neighbourhood is more robust (the k value of KNN is equal to | | × ). The reason is that KNN-based neighbourhood is independent of the shape of the feature space and is friendly to high-dimensional domains. With a proper data structure, like a binary tree, the complexity of the KNN-search can be reduced to ( ( )), where is the total number of data instances in a sample set.
The drift significance level quantifies the statistical significance of concept drift. For example, in our case, if an observation is in the left tail, the system will be (1 − )% confidence that it is a density-decreased region. Similarly, if an observation is in the right tail, the system will be (1 − )% confidence that it is a density-increased region.
Without any specifications, LDD-DIS will be initialized by the default input values. LDD-DIS consists of two major steps. One is to estimate the distribution of LDD when no drift occurs, namely ′~( , 2 ), lines 1-13. The second is to compute LDD for each data instance according to the input data batches, and selects the drifted instances correspondingly, lines 14-31.
Lines 1 to 4 computes the k-nearest neighbor map of the entire data, where findKNN( , , | | * ) stands for finding the (| | * ) nearest neighbor of in . Then, at line 5, we shuffle the data and resample two new batches 1 ′ , 2 ′ with the same size as 1 , 2 . The resampling guarantees that 1 ′ and 2 ′ follow an identical distribution. As per theorem 1, consequently, the ′ follows 0-mean normal distribution, and the density decreasing and increasing confidence interval can be calculated by the normal inverse cumulative distribution function, as shown in lines 12, 13, denoted as norminv( , 0, std( ′ )), where is the significance level, 0 is the mean, and std( ′ ) is the estimated standard deviation. Then, we compute the LDD for each data instance according to their original distributions. For each data instance, if its LDD is less than , it will be identified as a density decreasing instance, while if its LDD is greater than , it will be identified as density increasing instance, as shown in lines 14 to 31. Also, if the LDD is between ≤ ≤ , that instance will be considered as a no drift instance, or a stable instance. 
Density Synchronized Drift Adaptation
In this section, a regional drift adaptation algorithm is developed to synchronize the density discrepancies based on the identified drifted instances. The set 1 , which returned by LDD-DIS, represents the data instances belonging to 1 and have decreased density compared to the set 2 . Similarly, the set 2 represents the data instances belonging to 2 and have increased density compared to data set 1 . It is obvious that, if the size of 1 and 2 are the same, then the size of 1 and 2 will be the same, or is simply denoted as
. This property is the foundation of the proposed density synchronized drift adaptation (DSDA) in Algorithm 2.
The intuitive idea of LDD-DSDA is to merge existing data with the recently buffered data and resample a new batch of training data so that the new has the same distribution as . To achieve this goal, we present the following data merging rules: 1) if no density discrepancies are detected (which means 
Then, to ensure the drifted regions have the same probability density as , a subset of instances in each drifted region will be resampled, denoted as , shown as Equation 6. In Algorithm 2, line 1 initializes the base learner , and line 3 uses the base learner to predict data instances arriving at the current time, denoted as ( , ). From lines 4 to 7, the system maintains the data for training and drift detection. When both training and buffered data sets reach the minium batch size, LDD-DIS is triggered, as shown in lines 8, 9. Then the detected drift regions are synchronized, based on Equations (5), (6). Otherwise, the system incrementally updates the base learner, denoted as updateLearner( , ), shown in line 14. Finally, in line 16, the predicted labels are returned for performance analysis.
Experiment and Evaluation
In this section, we describe three groups of experiments to evaluate the proposed LDD. The first group examines the normality of LDD under different circumstances. The second group evaluates the LDD-DIS algorithm. Lastly, we apply the LDD-DSDA algorithm to three real-world evolving data streams and compare the results with other methods. All experiments are conducted on a 2×3.1GHz 8 core CPU 128GB RAM cluster node with unique access.
Evaluation of the Validity of LDD Experiment 1 The distribution of LDD
To verify the normality of LDD, two 1D data sets , of equal size (5,000,000) are generated. Given a neighborhood of randomly picked points in this domain, we randomly select 10,000 points from , and observe the number of points located in 10,000 neighborhood of points in . This process is repeated 10,000 times to approximately describe the distribution of . The histogram of 10,000 is shown in Figure 2 .
According to Theorem 1, LDD is normally distributed with the parameters (0, ( )). To compare the real and theoretical distribution of LDD, the line in Figure 2 represents the theoretical values of a normal distribution (0, ( )) , where ( ) stands for the variance of .
Evaluation of LDD-DIS
In this section, we evaluate the LDD-DIS algorithm in terms of two 2D synthetic drifted data sets. For each data set, 1,000 training cases are drawn from a specific distribution and 500 testing cases are drawn from a different distribution. We plot the estimated probability density curve of the selected feature in subfigure (a), the entire data set in subfigure (b) (blue dots represent the training set and red crosses represent the testing set), the detected drifted instances in subfigure (c) (blue dots represent decreasing density, red dots represent increasing density), and the value of LDD of the corresponding instances in subfigure (d) to demonstrate the relationship between LDD and regional density changes. The configurations of LDD are set as the default values described in Algorithm 1.
Experiment 2 Gaussian Data with Drifted Variance
This data set is generated from a bivariate Gaussian distribution. The training set has mean = [5, 5] and the Algorithm 2: Density Synchronized Drift Adaptation (LDD-DSDA) Input:
data instance arriving at each time step 0 , ⋯ , minimum data batch size, (default = 100) base learner, (default = Naive Bayes Classifier) Output:
prediction results, ̂0, ⋯ ,̂ 1. initial , = buildLearner( ) 2. while stream not end, denote current time step as 3.
merge the detected drift regions as per Equation (5) 11. based on the density of , resample the data as , as per Equation (6) 12.
build new learner, = buildLearner( ) 13. Else 14.
updateLearner ( This drift forms a ring-shaped drifted region as shown in Figure 3 (c).
Since the covariance of 1 , 2 is 0, the patterns of drifted regions are the same from only 1 perspective. In Figure 3(a) , we plot the kernel smoothing estimated density function of feature 1 for both training set (red line) and testing set (blue line). If we consider the density drift from the training set perspective, when the blue line is higher than the red line, this means in that region, the training set density is decreasing, and vice versa. Accordingly, the instances located in these regions will be identified as or , as shown in Figure 3(c) , where the red dots belong to , and the blue dots belong to . The corresponding LDD value of each data instance is ploted in Figure 3(d) . The higher the value of LDD, the higher the probability that this instance will drift.
Experiment 3 Mixture Distribution with Drifting Mean
To demonstrate how LDD works in a more general situation, we create a drifting Gaussian mixture data set and apply LDD to detect the drifted instances. The Gaussian mixture distribution consists of three bivariate Gaussian distributions. The three distributions for the testing set are generated based on the paramters given in Equation (7), while the testing set is generated based on the paramters given in Equation (8). The results of LDD-DIS are shown in Figure 4 with the same meaning as Figure 3 . 
Evaluation of LDD-DSDA
In this section, we evaluate LDD-DSDA on three real-world evolving data streams. We compare its performance to several representatives of data stream classification paradigms.
The selected comparison methods are: Hoeffding Adaptive Tree (HAT) [Bifet and Gavaldà, 2009] , Accuracy Updated Ensemble (AUE) [Brzeziński and Stefanowski, 2011] , SAMkNN [Losing, et al., 2016] , exponentially weighted moving average charts drift detection (ECDD) [Ross, et al., 2012] , and HDDM family algorithms [Frias-Blanco, et al., 2015] . All these algorithms were implemented based on the MOA framework [Bifet, et al., 2010] , which is a commonly used software for evolving data stream analysis. To quantitatively evaluate LDD-DSDA, we consider the following performance metrics: accuracy (Acc.), precision (Pre.), recall (Rec.), f1-score (F1.) and computation time ( The term TP represents the number of true positive predictions, FN represents the number of false negative predictions. These metrics were evaluated in a prequential manner. To fairly compare these drift adaptation algorithms, the default parameters suggested by the authors are used, and the base classification model is set as Naïve Bayes classifier, except for SAMkNN, which is only designed for IBk classifier. The parameters for IBk classifier of SAMkNN are = 10 and weighting method = uniformly weighted. Because LDD-DSDA involves a random sampling process, the results may vary at different runs, we run LDD-DSDA 50 times on each data set and state the mean and standard deviation of the results. To avoid confusion on the F1-score metric, we only take the mean of Pre. and Rec. to calculate the F1 for LDD-DSDA. The source code of LDD-DSDA is available at https://sites.google.com/view/anjin-concept-drift/home.
Experiment 4 Electricity Price Prediction Data Set (Elec)
Elec contains 45,312 instances, collected every thirty minutes from the Australian New South Wales Electricity Market between 7 May 1996 and 5 Dec 1998. In this market, prices are not fixed and are affected by demand and supply. This data set contains eight features and two classes (up, down) and has been widely used for concept drift adaptation evaluation. We considered the classes as equally important, because both price up and down in the market is considered -17) critical to users, and the ratio of classes is balanced, which is 58% down and 42% up. Therefore, we take the average precision (Pre.) and recall (Rec.) of both classes as the performance evaluation metrics, where average Pre = (Pre 1 + Pre 2 ) 2 ⁄ , average Rec = (Rec 1 + Rec 2 ) 2 ⁄ .
Experiment 5 Nebraska Weather Prediction Data Set (Weather)
This data set was compiled by the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. It contains 8 features and 18,159 instances with 31% positive (rain) class, and 69% negative (no-rain) class. This data set was summarized by [Elwell and Polikar, 2011] . In relation to the performance metrics Pre. Rec. and F1, only the positive class (rain) is considered. This is because a correct prediction of rain is considered more important than a correct prediction of no-rain.
Experiment 6 Spam Filtering Data Set (Spam Filtering)
This data set is a collection of 9,324 email messages derived from the Spam Assassin collection. The original data set contains 39,916 features, and 9,324 emails (around 20% spam emails and 80% legitimate emails). It is commonly considered to be a typical gradual drift data set [Katakis, et al., 2009] . According to [Katakis, et al., 2009] , 500 attributes were retrieved using the chi-square feature selection approach. The correct classification of legitimate emails is used to evaluate the algorithms [Katakis, et al., 2009] .
Experiment Summary
As shown in Table 1 , LDD-DSDA achieve the best performance in most cases. Although the execution time of LDD is slightly longer than that of the other algorithms on high-dimensional data (experiment 6), the improvement is notable. LDD-DSDA addresses a critical problem in data stream mining from a novel perspective and achieved a competitive result compared to the state-of-the-art algorithms. LDD-DSDA has the best average rank (2.33) crossing the tested data sets. Compared to the second place, which is ECDD (2.67), LDD-DSDA improves the average F1 by 0.0114. According to the Friedman Test, the differences between LDD-DSDA and ECDD on Acc., Pre., Rec. and F1 are significant.
Conclusion and Further Study
In this paper, we analyzed existing concept drift adaptation algorithms and recognized the necessity of tracking regional drifts. Through investigating the distribution of data nearestneighbors, we proposed a novel metric, called LDD, to detect regional concept drift. Accordingly, an LDD-based density synchronization algorithm was proposed to adapt the density discrepancies. The validity of LDD and the performance of LDD-based algorithms were thoroughly evaluated using six experiments.
A Proof of Theorem 1
To demonstrate theorem1 we introduce a random variable
According to the sampling techniques, selecting units from N, the probability that each unit will be selected in n draws is −1 −1 ⁄ = ⁄ ( is the number of n-permutations of N) and the probability that two units will be selected in n draws is Proceedings of the Twenty-Sixth International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence 
